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The Chinese are prepping their people for war...
I don't want to speak too soon, but it would make sense. War might already be raging, except
you wouldn't see it directly. Not yet.
While the Chinese have the option of weakened live virus (or it's just saline) injexions, the West
is being pumped full of what is quite reminiscent of a bio-weapon. Why only mRNA? Why not
weakened live viruses, as has always been the case? Like neutron bombs, bio-weapons have
the advantage of deleting organisms while leaving 95% of infrastructure intact.
It makes sense. The financial elite saw China rising, and decided to bet on that horse. They
organized key people (policy-makers, politicians, corporate CEOs) via Davos & Bilderberg to
implement in the West a "gentle" but thorough democide, shedding what they perceive to be a
dead debt-horse (the West); there's nothing left for them to squeeze out of it. The compounding
interest on the fiat-debt has surpassed the West's ability to serve just the interest payments
alone. The social securities and pensions are catastrophically out of reach of the creditworthiness needed for the West to serve them within the fiat framework. So, they figure, time to
put the old gray mare down.
Imagine: you trick your enemy into swallowing poison, perhaps by giving him a headache and
then offering him what appears to be Aspirin. You set your timer, let him go home and after the
clock runs out, you just walk right into his house, throw his corpse on the trash heap and enjoy
your new home.
Am I the only one not seeing this possibility?
We're talking about a culture with ancient roots that has (admirably) developed deception in
war to an actual science. It is a culture also highly disciplined in patience, as it plays the long
game.
(I hope very much that I am wrong about this. I truly do.)
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